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The original ZX hoist established Street Crane as a world 
leader in hoisting technology and now the new generation 
of ZX hoist, having evolved from the original principles and 
incorporating intelligence design, impressive performance 
and exceptional safety levels, sets the benchmarks in the 
crane industry. The result is an easy to operate, highly 
versatile, high-endurance hoist incorporating state of the 
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art technology. With a supply of the new Street Crane ZX 
hoists in stock, Street Crane Xpress are able to offer 
exceptionally short lead times on the most advanced hoist
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technology on the market :
 - Capacities up to 50 tonnes
 - Huge combination of lifting speeds & heights for 
   maximum flexibility
 - Single and Double girder variations
 - Unique low profile design
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 - Gearbox mounted hoist brake for superior safety
 - Automatic braking in the event of a power failure
 - Oil immersed gears for safety and reliability
 - Lightweight trolley reaction roller design for
   increased wheel life
 - Heavy-duty fan-cooled trolley motor 
 - Overload and over-hoisting protection as standard
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 - Heavy-duty rope guide
 - Temperature protection above +50 ºC available
 - High strength galvanised wire ropes
 - Direct drive trolley for high durability
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 - Heavy-duty rope guide
 - Temperature protection above +50 ºC available
 - High strength galvanised wire ropes
 - Direct drive trolley for high durability
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Ideal for simple applications and light loads, 
the Street Crane LX chain hoist provides 
precision lifting and durability at surprisingly 
attractive prices.
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Based on a modular and therefore very 
versatile concept, with a huge number of 
hoist and trolley constructions, the LZ hoist 
can be fitted to light cranes, jib cranes or 
monorails.
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  - Capacities from 125kg to 5tonne
  - Wide variety of hoist speeds
  - Single and dual speed options
  - Powerful 3-phase hoist motor
  - Heavy-duty long-life hoist disc brake
  - High performance, low noise hoist gearbox; capable of
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    operating efficiently from -20°C to +50°C
  - Overload protection as standard
  - Friction-type torque-limiting slipping clutch
  - Durable, geometrically precise chain, with durable drive
    sprocket and guide
  - Spring loaded safety catch hook as standard
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    diverter 
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